CHAPTER V
CLOSING

This chapter consists of conclusion and suggestions that are related to the research findings and discussion.

A. Conclusion

There are some kind of idioms used in English. They are phrasal verb, Prepositional phrase, Idiom with verb as keyword, Idiom with noun as keyword, Idiom with adjective as keyword, and idiomatic pairs. Than, as like the explanation on the chapter four. The form idion found in the human song are Idioms as phrasal verb, idiom with verb as keyword, idiom with noun as keyword, idiom with adjective as keyword, and idiomatic pairs.

Idiomatic expressions are often used by the people when they are communicating. Idiom is an expression which can be a term or a group of words whose meaning cannot be deduced from the literal definitions. The Meaning of idiomatic expression can be defined by contextual meaning, whereas contextual meaning is the meaning of a word according to the situations in which they are used. In clarifying the meaning of idiom, it is not only finding the word from the dictionary, but also understanding with the speaker’s condition when uttering the message. So, contextual theory is used in analyzing the idiomatic meaning.

There are a number of weys of categorizing the functions of speech. They are expressive, directive, referential, metalinguistic, poitic, and phatic. The most frequently speech function type of idiom used in Christina Perri song is poetic, it is because most of the idioms are uttered to provide the
aesthetic features of language. Then the most rarely used is the type of expressive, referential, and poetic.

The conclusion, there are some words of idiom in Christina Perri song entitle human song that have been classified into form of idiom. From the analysis, there were some form of idioms, they were phrasal verb, idiom with verb as keyword, idiom with noun as keyword, idiom with adjective as keyword, and idiomatic pairs. The result of the study was totally found twelve Idioms. The meaning that is used in this study are literal and contextual meaning. In the contextual meaning there are two participant. The participant gave the opinion about contextual meaning in human song. And the function of idiom are expressive, referential, and poetic.

B. Suggestions

Idiom is the phrase that the meaning can not be translated word by word. Maybe it can make the reader confused. So, the reader must learn about idioms.

For the teacher, teaching student by using idiom can be more interesting because the students usually interest to use the attractive words. It makes more easier to memorize it.

For the students, idiom can increase their knowledge about English. And idiom makes them not only use just those word but also use another new word.

For the future researchers, idiom has many kind such as phrasal verb, prepotitional phrase, idiom with noun as keyword, idiom with verb as
keyword, idiom with adjective as keyword, and idiomatic pairs. So they can reach by using these kind of idioms. And they can reach idiom not only song but also movie, novel, and handbook.